WORLDWEBFORUM, 7TH ANNUAL MEETING
ZURICH, JANUARY 17-18, 2019
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TOPIC 2019:
MASTER AND SERVANT

THE 7TH ANNUAL MEETING 2019

BUSINESS CONFERENCE OVER 2 DAYS
With unprecedented computing power at
our hands, the balance of power has started
shifting again. Will today’s establishment
become stronger, and gain control over
artificial intelligence and big data – and over
the rest of us?

Or will revolutionaries use the new
technologies to dismantle existing structures
and become the new reign? Who will be
master, who will be servant?

MORE THAN 100 SPEAKERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
2’000 VISITORS AT C-LEVEL
NEW: TRACK SESSIONS
PARTICIPANTS FROM OVER 25 COUNTRIES
LIVESTREAMING: MORE THAN 500’000 VIEWERS
NEW: DINNER & PARTY ON DAY 1
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MASTER OR SERVANT?
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TEAM

PRE-CONFERENCE
BY INVITATION ONLY

KEYNOTES

ORGA
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TRACKS

TRACKS

WORLD
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 17

CONFERENCE

KEYNOTES

TRACKS

CONFERENCE

KEYNOTES

12:00

DAY 2
SELF

DAY 1

FRIDAY, JANUARY 18

TRACKS

TRACKS &
WORKSHOPS

KEYNOTES
18:00
AWARD CEREMONY

NEW
DINNER & PARTY

18:00
COCKTAIL
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We bring global role-models
to WORLDWEBFORUM to
bridge the gap between the
old and the new paradigm.
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We transform organizations
by discussing big ideas to
bring our society to the next
level.
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We want our children to
have the ideal opportunities
in their future.
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FACTS & FIGURES

87%
C-LEVEL

2’000
ATTENDEES

47’000’000
MEDIA REACH

500’000
LIVE STREAM

25+
COUNTRIES

150+
JOURNALISTS
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SPEAKERS
2019
The powers around the globe are shifting. Who will be the new masters?
We are proud to present thought-leaders from the old and new world. Meet
our speakers from church, business, military, science, government, and art.

More to come
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BILL WYMAN
FOUNDING MEMBER AND FORMER
BASSIST OF THE ROLLING STONES
LONDON, UK
Disrupted the music industry with Mick,
Keith, Charlie and Brian.
He has recorded a day to day diary, and
has archived all of his memories of those
first thirty years … and much more.

The ROLLING
STONES
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EDWARD TSE
CHAIRMAN AND CEO
GAO FENG ADVISORY COMPANY
BEIJING, CHINA
He introduced the strategy consulting
industry to China.
As “China’s leading global strategy
consultant” he knows exactly how
western managers need to think, if they
want to be successful in China.
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SASCHA ZAHND
VP GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN
TESLA MOTORS
PALO ALTO, CA, USA
Will Model 3 disrupt the car industry?
Will he master the supply chain for the
most exciting carmaker, just like he did
for furniture giant Ikea?
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ROYA MAHBOOB
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO
DIGITAL CITIZEN FUND
HERAT, AFGANISTAN
Made it into the “Time” list of the 100
most influential people in the world at
age 25.
The serial tech entrepreneur from
Afghanistan became chief executive
at 23. Now, she helps young Afghan
women build digital skills.
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TED ROGERS
PRESIDENT
XAPO
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA
The man behind the world’s most secure
bitcoin wallet.
He brings banking and finance
experience to the cryptocurrency giant
Xapo and wants Bitcoin to become the
new global reserve currency.
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FUMBI CHIMA
CIO
FOX NETWORKS GROUP
LOS ANGELES, CA, USA
Brings a culture of innovation and impact
to large corporations.
She smashed glass ceilings at Walmart
Asia and Burberry, and now brings
technology teams in 70 countries up to
speed.
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NICOLAS ECONOMOU
SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE ARTIFICAL
INTELLIGENCE INITIATIVE OF THE
FUTURE SOCIETY
HARVARD KENNEDY SCHOOL
CAMBRIDGE, MA, USA
Drives the development of ethical
principles that guide Artificial
Intelligence.
As creator of AI systems he pushes the
governance of artificial intelligence
and the framework in which humans
delegate decisions to machines.
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LEA VON BIDDER
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO
AVA SCIENCE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA
The Swiss entrepreneur that made it into
the Forbes “30 under 30” list in 2018.
Her mission is to revolutionize women’s
health – and with her first breakthrough
innovation, a cycle-tracking bracelet, she
managed to help men as well.
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PAUL JENKINS
SENIOR PARTNER
MCKINSEY & COMPANY
OSLO, NORWAY
He has a black belt in thinking. Really.
An expert in all things digital across all
industries, Paul also advises large banking
and insurance institutions globally.
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SHANE LUKE
SENIOR DIRECTOR AI AND MACHINE
LEARNING
NIKE, PORTLAND, OR, USA
Works on revolutionizing the way we do
sports.
Applying AI to problems in the sports,
e-commerce, and motion sensing space,
he plays a key role in Nike’s strategic shift
to digital.
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KAZUHIKO TOYAMA
MANAGING PARTNER
INDUSTRIAL GROWTH PLATFORM
TOKYO, JAPAN
Turns around the dinosaurs in Japan’s big
corporates.
The driving force behind Japan’s most
forward-looking consulting firm helped
Japan Airlines, Tepco and many more to
become part of New Japan.
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JAMES MONSEES
CO-FOUNDER AND CO-OWNER
JUUL
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA
This man is driving Big Tobacco out of
business.
The inventor of the most successful
e-cigarette has upended the traditional
smoking industry and is now facing
challenges of his own.
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SCOTT MICHAELS
CHIEF STRATEGIST AND PARTNER
APPLY DIGITAL
VANCOUVER, BC, CANADA
Building an app? He can bring anything
to mobile.
Having created more than 150 products
for his clients, Scott has been at the
forefront of many digital revolutions –
from the first iPhone to the native app of
“New York Times”.
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DOMINIC PRICE
HEAD OF R&D AND WORK FUTURIST
ATLASSIAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA
He can see into the future (of work).
Having worked far and wide through
Europe, US, and APAC, he now has
responsibility for five global R&D centres
and one favorite topic: How the future of
work will look.
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TOBIAS KARCHER SJ
MONK & PASTOR
LASALLE-HAUS
ZUG, SWITZERLAND
He knows how to unleash the power of
silence.
Having taken hundreds of managers on
spiritual journey, he has seen what most
of them neglect: not honing skills, but
building their personality.
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ANGELICA ANTON
FOUNDING PARTNER
SILK VENTURES
LONDON, UK
Leads a $ 500 million VC backed by the
Chinese government.
She helps CEOs of foreign corporations
navigate the complexities of Chinese
bureaucracy. Now, she invests in growthstage technology companies looking to
expand to China.
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MICHAEL CHUI
PARTNER
MCKINSEY GLOBAL INSTITUTE (MGI)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA
Interested in what the future brings? Ask
him.
Michael leads research on the impact of
information technologies and innovation
on business, the economy, and society.
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WILLIAM P. BARNETT
THE THOMAS M. SIEBEL PROFESSOR OF
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP, STRATEGY, AND
ORGANIZATIONS
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CA, USA
He is a professor and expert on what
makes some companies and people
more competitive than others.
And he can tell the difference between
who is an authentic entrepreneur and
who is a poser.
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PIERRE BARREAU
CEO
AIVA TECHNOLOGIES
PARIS, FRANCE
The composer who teaches computers
how to be creative.
One of the most innovative minds at the
intersection of art and technology, Pierre
has developed a deep learning algorithm
applied to composing music.
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KLAUS HOMMELS
FOUNDER & CEO
LAKESTAR
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND
One of the very few leading European
tech-investors.
He has a keen eye for spotting unicorns,
he’s a proud European and willing to
fight for the future of the old continent,
especially in the digital sphere.
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WORLDWEBFORUM HOST

OLE TILLMANN
FOUNDER & CEO
PEAK CREATIVE LEADERSHIP
BERLIN, GERMANY
With him there is no such thing as
boredom.
He loves to help his clients explore
the new and communicate what they
discover.
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FELLOWS
Nothing makes us prouder than to see our previous speakers return. As our
most avid supporters, they participate in all activities, from the warm-up
in the Swiss Alpine Resort Laax, to the exclusive evenings with the current
speakers in Zurich, the full conference, and the Dinner & Party on the first
day of the conference. Take the opportunity and meet our Fellows.

More to come
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MARIAN GOODELL
FOUNDING MEMBER & CEO
BURNING MAN, SAN FRANCISCO,
CA, USA

TIM SULLIVAN
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO
OCEANIC PARTNER
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA

PHILIPP STAUFFER
CO-FOUNDER AND MANAGING
DIRECTOR FYRFLY VENTURE
PARTNERS, SAN FRANCISCO, CA,
USA

BRUCE GIBNEY
WRITER AND VENTURE
CAPITALIST (FORMER PARTNER
OF FOUNDERS FUND),
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, AND NEW
YORK, NY, USA

“Awesome conference with a great
storyline.”

“The WORLDWEBFORUM is an
outstanding event, comprised of both
the brightest entrepreneurial minds as
well as leaders from some of Europe’s
most successful companies.”

“The WORLDWEBFORUM platform is a
great vehicle for communicating and
sharing innovation, leadership and
transformation themes with the rest of
the world.”

“Great conference in Zurich, which is a
wonderful place. I had a terrific time last
year.”
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JEFF EGGERS
FORMER PRINCIPAL ADVISOR
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA ,
WASHINGTON, WA, USA

SAM ROSENBLUM
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT, COINBASE,
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA

“It was an honor to be part of your event
as it continues to grow with impressive
energy. I applaud your professional and
exciting style of execution - it is really an
impressive show”

“Amazing conference with amazing
people - I will come back next year”
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Digitalization has in several waves brought unprecedented progress in all
industries, yet enormous potential remains untapped.
Complementing the shared experience in the keynotes about Self, Team,
Organization and World, you can delve into industry-specific tracks of your
choice.
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TRACKS
AI has the power to take teamwork to the next
level, but it cannot be a crutch for dysfunctional
teams.

Here you get to deepen your understanding of how to apply cutting-edge
strategies in your business and to connect with executives that share your
interests.
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CLOUD

The cloud is the universal enabler for digital
transformation. How to put it to use.

FOOD
CHAIN

The food-chain is full of digital opportunities
through cooperation. A special focus on AI,
farming, and recipes.

BLOCK
CHAIN

CryptoValley has the potential to have an
impact in the whole corporate world. But a few
hurdles remain.

TOURISM

The digital revolution will lead to the evolution
of richer experiences in tourism.
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INSUR
TECH

Is Blockchain just another hype for insurers or
an unavoidable reality?

LIVING
BUSINESS

How to achieve a total and holistic change to
capabilities and mindsets all across your operating model.

REAL
ESTATE

Why real estate firms that take full advantage
of the internet of things will dominate their
industry.

MOBILITY

Who will define the future of automotive? Carmakers or software engineers? The race is on.
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GLOBAL
TALENT
SUMMIT

Meet the most exciting talents in academia
from all over the world.

MOBILE
PRODUCT

Building an app? How to bring anything to the
mobile screen.
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ZURICH

ELIAS-CANETTI-STRASSE 146
8050 ZURICH

STAGE ONE
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Speakers Dinner
By invitation only*
DINNER WITH SPEAKERS, FELLOWS,
PARTNERS & SELECTED GUESTS
JANUARY 16, 2019
18.30 APÉRO
19.30 DINNER
Location:
Kronenhalle, Rämistrasse 4, 8001 Zurich
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DINNER & PARTY
JANUARY 17, 2019
Location:

STAGE ONE
‘Let’s spend the night together’
and be part of a spectacular event with
delicious food trucks, fancy drinks & the best tunes. Better book your
hotel now, too!
We are glad to assist you: hospitality@worldwebforum.com
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IMPRESSIONS 2018
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THE WORLD’S BUSINESS LEADERS ABOUT
WORLDWEBFORUM:
“The organization and
hospitality to which we
were exposed to was
phenomenal — a lot of
conferences in the world
could learn from and get
inspire by what you have
created”

“The first
conference I went to which
is actually fun!”
CARRISSA CARTER
DIRECTOR OF TEACHING AND LEARNING,
D.SCHOOL, STANFORD UNIVERSITY,
STANFORD, CA, USA

WILHELM OEHL
PARTNER AND CXO, EIGHT INC. , SAN
FRANCISCO, CA, USA
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“Congratulations on an
amazing conference and
preconference!
The presentations were
uniformly superb”
NANCY PFUND
FOUNDER & MANAGING PARTNER, DBL
PARTNERS, SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA
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TICKETS
CHF 1’880.- excl. VAT
Register Online:

WORLDWEBFORUM.COM/TICKETS
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MEDIA
With over 150 journalists from over 50 media houses all over Europe,
WORLDWEBFORUM has a media reach of 50’000’000 viewers.
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The historical hotel is
located opposite Zurich’s
main station, where the
famous pedestrian
shopping street
“Bahnhofstrasse” starts. The
up-and-coming
neighbourhood
“Europaallee”, the classic
financial district by
“Paradeplatz” and the ETH
are all within steps of the
hotel. Let yourself be
charmed in Zurich’s prime
city center location.

Double Standard (queen size bed) for one guest:
CHF 395.- (instead of CHF 455.-)
Double Superior for two guests
CHF 465.- (instead of CHF 520.-)
To make use of this offer, enter the promo code
WWFB2019 when completing your booking.
We look forward to welcoming you in Zurich!
Hotel Schweizerhof
FOR MORE INFORMATIONS AND BOOKINGS
Bahnhofplatz 7
8001 Zurich

+41 (0)44 218 88 88
info@hotelschweizerhof.com
www.hotelschweizerhof.com
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Enjoy your visit in our special
city to the fullest by staying
in one of the most beautiful
hotels of Zurich.
We enjoy a top location in
the heart of the city, only
a few steps away from the
famous Zürcher Bahnhofstrasse (shopping street) and
in walking distance to the
Lake Zurich.

Single Comfort Chic for one guest:
CHF 330.- (instead of CHF 360.-)
To make use of this offer, enter the promo code
WWFbell2019 when completing your booking.
We look forward to welcoming you in Zurich!
Glockenhof Zurich

FOR MORE INFORMATIONS AND BOOKINGS
Sihlstrasse 31
8001 Zurich

+41 (0) 44 225 91 91
info@glockenhof.ch
www.glockenhof.ch
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THE ‘TRNSFRMRS CLUB‘

PRE-UNCONFERENCE
LAAX, SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY, JAN 13 - 16

E V E R Y B O DY W I S H E S TO PA R T I C I PAT E I N A R O O M F U L L
OF PEOPLE WITH THE POWER TO SHAPE THE FUTURE.
I N T H E A R E A O F D I G I TA L T R A N S F O R M AT I O N, T H I S I S
WORLDWEBFORUM’S TRNSFRMRS CLUB.

Meet the current WORLDWEBFORUM Speakers and Fellows from
around the world.
BE PART OF THE ‘TRNSFRMRS CLUB’
APPLY NOW
E-MAIL: F@WORLDWEBFORUM.COM
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IS LIMITED
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BLACK DIAMOND PARTNERS

Consistently named the world’s most
prestigious consulting firm, McKinsey
continues to deliver the top management
advice leaders have trusted for nearly a
century. Over the past decade, McKinsey
has broadened its offerings in areas such as
digital transformation, advanced analytics,
design, and implementation to help clients
succeed in a rapidly evolving business
context. With more than 27’000 people,
McKinsey serves clients in 129 offices in 65
countries.

Freedom and individual responsibility,
entrepreneurial spirit and open-mindedness:
ETH Zurich stands on a bedrock of true
Swiss values. The university for science
and technology dates back to the year
1855, when the founders of modernday Switzerland created it as a centre of
innovation and knowledge. At ETH Zurich,
students discover an ideal environment for
independent thinking, researchers a climate
which inspires top performance. Situated in
the heart of Europe, yet forging connections
all over the world, ETH Zurich is pioneering
effective solutions to the global challenges
of today and tomorrow.

Financial Times - The Financial Times is
one of the world’s leading business news
organisations, recognised internationally
for its authority, integrity and accuracy.
The Financial Times Group, a part of Nikkei
Inc., provides a broad range of business
information, news and services. It includes
the Financial Times, Medley Global Advisors,
the publications under FT Specialist, and
more.
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MAIN PARTNERS

Swiss Post Ltd – As a diversified company,
Swiss Post operates in the communication,
logistics, retail financial and passenger
transport markets. In all four of its markets,
Swiss Post is today an essential pillar of
Switzerland’s universal service infrastructure.
In order to safeguard this role in the future,
it has for some time now been developing
new and supplementary services at the
interface between the physical and digital
worlds. Many of its services are now also
available online. Swiss Post employs more
than 59’000 members of staff worldwide and
generated turnover of over CHF 7.98 billion
in 2017.

Helvetia – has a long tradition: in over 150
years, it has grown from a number of Swiss
and foreign insurance companies into a
successful international insurance group.
Today, Helvetia has subsidiaries in its home
market Switzerland as well as in the countries
that make up the Europe market area:
Germany, Italy, Austria and Spain. Helvetia
is also present in France with its Specialty
Markets market area and through selected
regions worldwide. Some of its investment
and financing activities are managed
through subsidiaries and fund companies
in Luxembourg and Jersey. The Group is
headquartered in St. Gallen, Switzerland.

MAIN PARTNERS

Ringier – The largest internationally operating
Swiss media company, producing over 120
newspapers and magazines. It also runs
printing plants, several radio and TV stations
and well over 80 web and mobile platforms
with a worldwide staff of approximately
6’500 employees. With its 180-year history,
Ringier stands for a pioneering spirit and
individuality as well as independence,
freedom of expression and diversity of
information. The company’s hallmarks are
excellence in products, journalistic quality
and exceptional entertainment. Founded in
Switzerland in 1833, Ringier has been family
run for five generations.

Tamedia – is a leading private Swiss media
group. The digital platforms as well as the
daily and weekly newspapers and magazines
of Tamedia provide an overview, topic
classifications and great selections. The
company founded in 1893 employs
approximately 3’400 employees in
Switzerland, Denmark, Luxembourg and
Germany and has been listed on the Swiss
Stock Exchange since 2000.
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MAIN PARTNERS

Radio, television and multimedia – Schweizer
Radio und Fernsehen (SRF) serves the public
with a varied, high-quality offering. The
Enterprise encourages freedom of opinion
by providing comprehensive and objective
news and information services, reflects
cultural values, and both educates and
entertains its audience. Services are aimed
at the entire population of German-speaking
Switzerland and take into account the
interests of the mainstream and minorities
alike. In this way, SRF helps to further social
cohesion and mutual understanding.

LAAX, voted “Switzerland’s Best Ski Resort”
& “World’s Best Freestyle Resort”, is europe’s
only integrated skiresort and one of the
largest in the world of it’s. LAAX blends
design, greenstyle, digital, freestyle, and
lifestyle with 224 kilometres of slopes. Over
70% of the slopes are situated at an altitude
of between 2’000 and 3’000 metres.
LAAX - Happy Up

MAIN PARTNERS

With over 3000 business customers,
EveryWare is the leading Swiss cloud and
IT service provider with its own data center
and network infrastructure in Zurich.
On our highly scalable, georedundant
platforms, we operate private cloud, hosting
and managed IT services for the highest
demands on performance, availability and
security. We combine 20 years of expertise
in the design, construction and operation
of the largest platforms with state-of-the-art
cloud technologies. This makes us a reliable
innovation partner for business

CO-PARTNERS

Vitra – Swiss company dedicated to
improving the quality of homes, offices and
public spaces through the power of design.
It is our goal to create interiors, furniture and
accessories that are functional and inspiring.
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CO-PARTNERS

The historical hotel is located opposite
Zurich main station and is the ideal starting
point for visiting the city by the banks of river
Limmat. The famous pedestrian shopping
street “Bahnhofstrasse” with its exclusive
shops are just a stone’s throw away from the
hotel’s doorstep. Zurich’s up-and-coming
neighbourhood “Europaallee”, the classic
financial district by “Paradeplatz” and the
ETH are all within steps of the hotel. A warm
welcome by our loyal long time staff and
a unique atmosphere awaits you at the
Hotel Schweizerhof Zurich. Let yourself
be charmed by elegance, tranquillity and
attentive service in Zurich’s prime city center
location.

MOBILITY PARTNER

Clear Channel is a global leader in outof-home advertising, with branches in 25
countries across Europe, North and South
America, and Asia. Clear Channel Switzerland
ranks second in the Swiss market and is clear
no. 1 in the greater Zurich area and proud to
have brought digital out-of-home media to
Switzerland.

Shaping Tomorrow’s mobility - Volvo Cars
innovates for people. For nearly a century
they have been making life easier, better
and safer with cutting-edge technology.
Their bold innovations deliver a premium
experience through intuitive technology and
effortless solutions.
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TRACK CHAIRS

TRACK PREMIUM PARTNERS
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KNOWLEDGE PARTNER

ACADEMIC PARTNER

GLOBAL MEDIA PARTNER

HUB PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNERS
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SUPPORTING PARTNERS

COOPERATION PARTNERS

Canton of Zurich
Department for Economic Affairs
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NETWORK PARTNERS
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We are currently in a revolution caused through
technological advance, which challenges all
areas of life. We assume that a fast and radical
selection will take place – the survival of the
fittest. The revolution against the old
establishment is driven by Hippie-mindseted
entrepreneurs. The game hast just begun and we
are a major player in that game!

WORLDWEBFORUM is produced by:
It is not only about the software, it is about culture. Since 2000 beecom has supported
enterprises worldwide in successfully implementing social web solutions. Today, digital change
means more than technology. With our agile management methods and digital collaboration
tools, we help to create a sustainable digital business environment.
WWW.BEECOM.CH

FABIAN HEDIGER
FOUNDER & CEO
WORLDWEBFORUM & BEECOM
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

RUEDI NOSER
COUNCIL OF STATE

MONIKA JAENICKE
COUNTRY PHARMA
ORGANIZATION HEAD,
NOVARTIS, ROTKREUZ,
SWITZERLAND

SIRUS RAMEZANI
SENIOR PARTNER,
MCKINSEY & COMPANY

SITA MAZUMDER
PROF. DR., HOCHSCHULE
LUZERN, LUCERNE,
SWITZERLAND

FABIAN HEDIGER
FOUNDER & CEO,
WORLDWEBFORUM
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STEERING
COMMITTEE
DAVID J. TEECE
PROFESSOR OF GLOBAL
BUSINESS, BERKELEY,
UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,
CA, USA

GEORG VON KROGH
GROUP HEAD
STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT &
INNOVATION, ETH ZURICH

HERMINIA IBARRA
THE CHARLES HANDY
PROFESSOR OF
ORGANIZATIONAL
BEHAVIOR,
LONDON BUSINESS
SCHOOL, LONDON, UK

CHARLES A. O’REILLY
FRANK E. BUCK PROFESSOR
OF MANAGEMENT,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY,
STANFORD, CA, USA
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ULRIKE SCHAEDE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CENTER ON GLOBAL
TRANSFORMATION UC SAN
DIEGO, SAN DIEGO, CA,
USA

SUSAN KISH
EXECUTIVE, ADVISOR,
ENTREPRENEUR, BOSTON,
MA, USA

GERD FOLKERS
PROFESSOR OF SCIENCE
STUDIES AND FORMER
PROFESSOR OF
PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMISTRY, ETH ZURICH

ANA ROLD
CEO AND PUBLISHER,
DIPLOMATIC COURIER,
WASHINGTON, WA, USA

MICHAEL WADE
PROFESSOR OF
INNOVATION AND
STRATEGIY & CICSO, CHAIR
OF DIGITAL INNOVATION,
IMD, LAUSANNE,
SWITZERLAND
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“Think of it as a
punk rock version
of WEF Davos“
CLAUDE ZELLWEGER
DIRECTOR OF DESIGN
GOOGLE, MOUNTAINVIEW, CA, USA
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CONTACT WORLDWEBFORUM
+41 43 336 33 00
info@worldwebforum.com
WORLDWEBFORUM beecom AG
Aargauerstrasse 180
8048 Zurich, Switzerland
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WWW.WORLDWEBFORUM.COM

